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Abstract: We describe a logical system and methodology for
the natural specification of nondeterministic actions. The logic com-
bines elements of dynamic logic, process logic and the situation
calculus and allows one to express alternative (actual and possible)
paths or sequences of events. Our system permits a simple solution
to the frame problem for nondeterministic actions that “completes”
user-supplied theories of action. While drawing inspiration from Re-
iter’s solution for the deterministic case, some of the main intuitions
underlying this solution must be abandoned in the nondeterministic
setting due to possible correlations among effects. We show our
completion is unambiguous and faithful to our stated intuitions, and
that in a deterministic setting our solution is equivalent to that of
Reiter.

1 Introduction

One of the most important problems studied in AI is that of
representing and reasoning about action and change. Yet,
since the earliest attempts to formalize this problem, the
straightforward encoding of actions and their effects has been
fraught with difficulty. Roughly, given a description of the
state of the world and some action, we want the ability to
predict the new state after the action has been performed. Un-
fortunately, while our natural inclination is to specify actions
in terms of those facts that change and leave unsaid those
things unaffected, most logical systems are not tolerant of
such implicit assumptions. The frame problem [14] is one
of action representation: how can actions be specified in a
compact and natural way; and how can a reasoning system
“fill in the blanks,” or treat unmentioned facts as unchanging.

A number of solutions have been proposed in the literature,
including the use of nonmonotonicformalisms embodying the
default assumption that all facts persist [13]. This principle
of minimization of change allows one to infer that facts not
explicitly mentioned as affected by an action are unaffected.
However, as shown by Hanks and McDermott [4] anomalous
behavior results when this principle is applied in the most
straightforward way. Subsequent attempts to deal with these
problems using nonmonotonic logics [9, 16, 1] have proven
somewhat more successful through judicious application of
this principle. However, all of these solutions have been
shown to suffer from problems (e.g., see [7]).

1.1 Isolating the Frame Problem

Recent work seems to have adopted a clearer perspective on
the problem. If the frame problem is indeed one of representa-
tion then it seems clear that a precise representational method-
ology must be tightly coupled with any reasoning mechanism
one might put forth. Furthermore, one must clearly identify
the nature of the problem being solved. Often minimization
of change is proposed to deal with theories that have aspects
of the frame problem as well as the qualification problem,

the ramification problem, actions with defeasible effects and
so forth. Successful resolution of these problems requires
that they be isolated (conceptually) and that their solutions
be studied independently. Should a single mechanism settle
the score for each problem, it should be viewed as a happy
coincidence; it should not be taken as an assumption from
which investigations start.

This perspective has led to an increased emphasis on the
representation of actions, and on solutions that can be shown
to be correct with respect to restricted classes of action theories
[11, 3, 6]. One particular approach that fits this mold is the
model of Reiter [15], who suggests a syntactic transformation
that “completes” action theories of a particular syntactic form.
While isolating different aspects of reasoning about action
has proven fruitful, a major question facing such a piecemeal
approach is that of “scaling up”: how will these solutions fare
when additional features are added to the theories of action
one is willing to entertain. In this paper we examine one such
complicating factor, nondeterministic actions, and propose a
solution in the spirit of Reiter’s mechanism for deterministic
actions.

Nondeterministic actions are actions, such as flipping a
coin, that may lead to several possible outcomes. Such actions
are inherently unpredictable1 — all outcomes are a priori
possible. For example, we cannot predict whether flipping a
coin will result in heads or tails.

Reiter’s approach is expressed in the framework of the sit-
uation calculus (SC), which is restricted to dealing with deter-
ministicactions: an actiona applied at situations has only one
possible outcome, namely result(s; a). Furthermore, the main
intuitions underlying Reiter’s approach are not directly appli-
cable in nondeterministic contexts. More precisely, Reiter’s
method identifies, for each atomic proposition, the conditions
under which it can change, and then asserts that these are the
only conditions under which it can change. The most straight-
forward generalization to a nondeterministic setting suggests
that we examine, for each proposition, the conditions under
which it might change (i.e., Heads might change after flip) and
then state that these are the only such conditions. Unfortu-
nately, such a method fails due to the presence of correlations
among action effects. For example, the action force (forcing
a door) might have three possible outcomes when the door is
closed: nothing happens (the door remains closed), the door
opens without triggering the alarm, and the door opens and
triggers the alarm. If we examine the possible outcomes, we
note that Open can be either true or false after force, and
similarly Alarm can be either true or false. This separation
of effects seems to suggest that there are four possible out-
comes after force. However, one of these, Alarm ^ :Open,

1This is, of course, relative to the level of detail one is willing to
model.
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should not be possible due to the correlation between Alarm
and Open.

The contribution of this paper is twofold. First, we espouse
a general methodology for reasoning about action that allows
one to semantically isolate different problems in action rep-
resentation and solve them (in particular, defeasible effects,
information-producing actions, qualifications and ramifica-
tions). Second, we provide a solution to the frame problem
in the presence of nondeterministic actions, one that, because
of the methodology adopted, seems especially intuitive. An
important aspect of our treatment is the insistence on explicit
representation of possible outcomes of actions. This allows
us to distinguish nondeterministic actions from indefinite (or
indeterminate) actions. We elaborate on both of these issues
in the concluding section.

1.2 Outline

In this paper we describe a logical system and natural method-
ology for reasoning about actions, and an application of this
methodology for dealing with nondeterministic actions. We
approach the problem is several stages: we first propose a
specific semantic interpretation of actions; we then present a
language and logic for describing the relevant aspects of this
semantic model; we must next identify a particular methodol-
ogy for specification of action theories, and determine the role
of a user’s input; finally we provide a solution to the frame
problem based on the prescribed semantics, language and user
specification.

We first describe the semantic models used to interpret ac-
tions and action sequences. These models are essentially tran-
sition systems, familiar from the study of dynamical systems
[12], and dynamic logic [2]. Actions are mappings between
states of the system, nondeterministic actions leading to sev-
eral resulting states. Also of interest are paths or trajectories
through the state space that describe possible evolutions of
the world.2

Second, we present a language and a logic MPL that allows
one to reason about nondeterministic actions — with several
possible outcomes — and the properties of specific trajecto-
ries — describing an actual evolution of the system. This
includes a description of the actual states along a path and the
actions that occur. In addition, from any state one can express
properties of alternative, unrealized trajectories rooted at that
state — both those that result from different action choices
and those that result from different (from the actual) outcomes
of the actual action choices. The language of MPL thus com-
bines aspects of SC, dynamic logic (PDL) and process logics
[5] and bears a direct relationship to our semantic model.

Third, we must propose a specific methodology for, and
examine the role of, a user’s specification of actions. We
introduce a language AND for reasoning about nondetermin-
istic actions. (This language is somewhat reminiscent of the
language A of Gelfond and Lifschitz [3]; we defer compar-
isons to Section 4.) The language AND admits two types of
statements: action descriptions, that describe the effects of
actions; and path descriptions, that describe properties of the
actual system trajectory, or course of events. We call a col-
lection of action descriptions an action theory. Such a theory

2We focus on discrete, nondeterministic transition systems; how-
ever, the intuitions underlying our methodology should be applicable
to stochastic and continuous-time systems.

describes the possible effects of actions in different states of
the system, and leads us to adopt a particular model of action
that captures the intended system dynamics, or “physics” of
the world in question. The chief desideratum for the specifica-
tion of action theories is is the ability to only specify changes
induced by an action, leaving “non-changes” implicit. The
key feature of our proposal is our insistence that all outcomes
be listed as explicit possibilities. Action specification in this
form is quite natural, since only possible changes need to be
specified. For example, the possible effects of flipping a coin
can be specified as follows:

flip causes Heads jj :Heads when HaveCoin(1)

flip necessarily causes :HaveCoin when HaveCoin(2)

These actions descriptions state that if an agent has a coin and
flips it, it might come up heads and it might come up tails
(i.e., not heads) and that the agent will not have the coin after
the toss. We take the intent of such a theory to describe a
system in which a coin flip has exactly one of two possible
outcomes when the agent has a coin, one where Heads is
true and one where Heads is false. Furthermore, we intend
that each of these possibilities completely characterizes the
changes associated with the outcome in question: if :Heads
results, we know only Heads and HaveCoin become false
(other unmentioned propositions persist, or are unaffected
by the flip). This assumption is the usual assumption of
persistence.

The set of path descriptions make up the second part of a
specification of a particular problem and provide information
about the actual execution of the system (for instance, in a
prediction task we might express initial conditions and list the
actions that occur.) For example, we might have the following
statements:

initially HaveCoin

Heads after flip

which state that initially the agent had the coin and a flip
resulted in heads. We discuss below how such “observations”
are used in the reasoning process.

We will describe the formal semantics of AND by describ-
ing the class of MPL-models that are faithful to a given action
theory (i.e., capture the intended system dynamics of the the-
ory). Finally, we describe how to solve the frame problem
using our methodology. We take the frame problem to be that
of concisely expressing the intended dynamics of an action
theory, as described above. Given a compact and natural user
specification of an action theory, we describe the construc-
tion of an MPL theory that is satisfied only by the intended
(or faithful) models of the theory, thus providing the desired
syntactic characterization. Our construction procedure draws
much from Reiter’s [15] explanation closure. However, be-
cause correlations of effects are possible in nondeterministic
settings, Reiter’s method is not directly applicable. The ex-
pressive power of MPL can be used to deal with this situation.

We present formal criteria reflecting the assumptions above,
and show that our procedure results in theories satisfying these
properties. We also show that our solution can be thought of
as a generalization of Reiter’s solution — both coincide on
theories with deterministic actions.



2 Nondeterministic Transition Systems

Our semantics of action will be described in terms nonde-
terministic transition systems. A transition system consists
of two main components: a set W of possible states, and a
transition function � that describes the possible successors of
a state after executing an action in that state. We provide
informal descriptions of the connectives of MPL and their se-
mantics. Due to space limitations, precise details are deferred
to the full version of this paper.

An MPL-model is a transition system with additional func-
tion � that maps each world to a truth assignment over primi-
tive propositions. We evaluate formulae with respect to paths
in a model, or trajectories through the state space arising
through the execution of some sequence of actions. These
paths have the form:

x = w0
a0
! w1

a1
! w2 : : :

Such a path describes the evolution that starts atw0 and passes
through states w1; w2; : : : as actions a0; a1; : : : are executed.
We note that such a path corresponds to the actual occur-
rence of the actions in question having the actual outcomes
w1; w2; : : : listed. It does not rule out the fact that other ac-
tions might have been executed, or that the actual actions
might have had different outcomes. We define First(x) as
w0, the initial state in the path, and use x � y to denote the
concatenation of two paths x and y (assuming the last state
of x and the first of y coincide).

The language LMPL is constructed using the usual classical
modal connectives together with the connectives hh�ii and
E, where � is any program term.3 Formulae are evaluated
with respect to a path in a recursive manner. Loosely, atomic
propositionsare evaluated according to the truth assignment at
First(x). Thus, formulae that do not involve modal operators
describe the first state of the path. The hh�iimodality describes
the remainder of the path. Roughly, hh�ii' is true at a path x
if x = y �z where y is a path corresponding to some execution
of �, and ' holds at z. Intuitively, hh�ii' is true just when
� is executed and actually results in an outcome at which '
is true. The E modality describes alternative paths that start
from the same initial state. The formula E' holds at x just
when there exists a path y, such that First(y) = First(x) and
' holds at y. Finally, we say that a model M satisfies a theory
T if every path in M satisfies all the formulae in T .

We can define the usual dynamic logic modalities in MPL.
We define h�i' as Ehh�ii', and [�]' as :h�i:'. It is easy
to verify that h�i' holds at path x just when some execution
of � at First(x) could lead to a path where ' holds, and that
[�]' holds at xwhen all executions of� from First(x) lead to
paths where' hold. We note that the truth of certain formulae,
in particular E�, h�i� and [�]� depend only on the current
state, First(x), and not the current path x.

3 The Frame Problem and its Solution

In this section, we describe how AND is used to specify non-
deterministic actions in a natural and compact fashion and
specify the intended semantics of our language using MPL-
models. We then introduce a procedure that, given an action

3A program term is a program in the sense of PDL [2]; for our
purposes here, it suffices to treat � as a sequenceof actions a1 : : : an.

theory, constructs an MPL-theory that captures this semantics.
In particular, it deals successfully with the frame problem.

3.1 Nondeterministic Action Specification

To describe the dynamics of a given domain, we assume that
each actiona is specified by a set of statements in the following
natural form:

a causes �a1;1 jj : : : jj �
a

1;ka1
when Da

1(3)

� � �

a causes �a
n;1 jj : : : jj �

a

n;ka
n

when Da

n

Each Da

i
is an arbitrary (consistent) proposition and each �a

i;j

is a (consistent) conjunction of literals. We require, for each
action a, that n; ka

i
> 0 and that Da

i
` :Da

j
if i 6= j. For any

set of actions A, a theory consisting of a set of such axioms
for each a 2 A is dubbed an action theory for A. An action
theory is complete for a if ` _fDa

i
g; and it is complete forA

if it is complete for each a 2 A.
Intuitively, the conditions Da

i
are discriminants that de-

scribe the various circumstances under which action a can
have different possible effects. For example, the action of
dropping an object has quite different effects if the object in
question is fragile or not, so one should describe one set of
effects relative to the proposition fragile and another relative
to :fragile. These discriminants must be disjoint and, in our
initial presentation, we assume they are exhaustive (i.e., the
action theory is complete), deferring the general case to Sec-
tion 3.3. Each proposition �a

i;j
describes a possible effect of

action a under condition Da

i
. Intuitively, a particular occur-

rence of a could potentially cause any of these possible effect
propositionsto hold. Because we only consider definite action
specifications in this paper, possible effects are conjunctions
of literals. As we describe below, their effect on the state of
the world is unambiguous and (under our assumptions) com-
pletely known. For instance, Axiom (1) asserts that should
an agent be holding a coin, flipping that coin has two possible
outcomes, heads or tails. (See [10] for a probabilistic action
representation similar to this.) In the full version of the paper,
we elaborate on an additional type of statement that describes
necessary effects of actions, such as Axiom (2).

Since possible effects are conjunctions of literals, we will
sometimes treat a term �a

i;j
as if it were a set of literals rather

than a conjunction. Each formula of the form (3) is called
an action clause and describes the possible effects of action a
under conditionDa

i
. We use atm(a; i; j) to denote the set of

atoms occurring among the literals in �a
i;j

, and atm(a; i) to
denote [jatm(a; i; j).

3.2 Closure of Action Theories

Given a complete action theory, one would like to ask certain
queries about the effects of actions or properties of action
sequences. Although action theories seem to express the
desired information, we must make precise the effect of an
action (or lack thereof) on every proposition in order to make
complete predictions.

Our approach is to provide an interpretation of action theo-
ries in MPL. The interpretation I(T ) is an MPL theory, which
has precise semantics. We want to ensure that this interpre-
tation fully captures our intuitions, namely, that the possible
effects listed are the only possible effects; and each effect



describes the only propositions that change. Such an inter-
pretation allows the user to specify action theories without
circumscribing all the possibilities explicitly.

We make this intuition precise by defining the class of
models that are faithful to an action theory. Intuitively, each
world w satisfies exactly one discriminant Da

i
for any action

a. As such, each effect �a
i;j

is possible at w. A faithful
model has a transition from w (under a) corresponding to
each such effect, and no transitions that do not reflect one of
these effects. Formally, a transitionw

a

! v corresponds to an
effect �a

i;j
just when v satisfies �a

i;j
and agrees with w on all

atoms p 62 atm(a; i; j). We say that a model M is faithful to
an action theory T , if for each w, a, i such that M;w j= Da

i
,

we have that:
� each transition w

a

! v in M corresponds to some �a
i;j

,
and

� for each �a
i;j

, there is a transitionw
a

! v that corresponds
to it.

While faithful models give an intuitive semantics for an
action theory T , we must also provide a logical, syntactic
characterization of this semantics. We do so by constructing a
compact MPL-theory I(T ) that deals with the frame problem,
and whose only models are faithful to the original theory T .
As such, we may reason about the intended interpretation of
T directly within the language of MPL.

The interpretation I(T ) of T is formed in two steps. The
first step is based on Reiter’s proposal: if atom p is not men-
tioned in �a

i;1; : : : ; �
a

i;k
a

i

, then it should persist whenDa

i
is true

and action a carried out. The first part of our procedure deals
with these “easy” cases of persistence.

We start with an auxiliary definition. We define the con-
ditions Pos(a; l) under which a literal l might become true
when action a is performed: Pos(a; l) �df

W
fDa

i
: l 2

�a
i;j

for some j � ka
i
g As usual, we take _; � ?. Thus, if

a literal l fails to appear in a possible effect of a in any action
clause, l cannot possibly be caused by a (although it may per-
sist). We require that a literal remain true after performance
of action a if it is not among the effects of a. That is, for every
literal l and action a of interest, we require an axiom

l ^ :Pos(a;:l) � [a]l(4)

The second part of the procedure is more subtle and is
needed because of multiple possible outcomes and correla-
tions among action effects. Recall that the intent of an action
clause is based on two intuitions: first, the possible outcomes
of an action are exactly those that are explicitly mentioned in
the clause; and second, only propositions that are explicitly
mentioned in this outcome change value. Persistence cannot
be restricted to unmentioned propositions when multiple out-
comes are possible. In the alarm example, should the door
fail to open, alarm is unaffected and must persist; but if the
door opens the alarm may be triggered.

Again, we start with a preliminary definition. We define
a condition that describes when a particular outcome of an
action a, say �a

i;j
actually occurs at a given state (on the

“actual” trajectory, path or course of events):

Occ(a; i; j) �df hhaii�
a

i;j
^

^

P2atm(a;i)�atm(a;i;j)

fP � hhaiiPg

The formula Occ(a; i; j) specifies not only that actiona occurs
and that it has the effect �a

i;j
, but also that all other atoms

mentioned in the ith action clause for a persisted. Thus, the
implicit persistence of atoms mentioned in the action clause
under consideration is made explicit by this formula — only
the outcomes that influence these atoms can cause a change
in that atom. For each action clause

a causes �a
i;1 jj : : : jj �

a

k
a

i

when Da

i

we assert two axioms:

Da

i
^ hhaii> � Occ(a; i; 1)_ � � � _Occ(a; i; ka

i
)(5)

Da

i
� EOcc(a; i; 1) ^ � � � ^ EOcc(a; i; ka

i
)(6)

Axiom (5) asserts that if the actual world satisfies the discrim-
inant Da

i
and the current path is such that action a occurs at

this state, then one of the outcomes �a
i;j

is realized and all
other atoms occurring in the action clause persist (in other
words, only the outcomes �a

i;j
are possible). Axiom (6) en-

sures that for any world satisfyingDa

i
and possible effect �a

i;j
,

there is a path rooted at that world, with initial action a, that
realizes that effect (in other words, all of the outcomes �a

i;j

are possible).
It is Axioms (5) and (6) that deal with the “correlation prob-

lem.” This is due to our treatment of each possible outcome in
the axiom, instead of dealing with each proposition individ-
ually as in (4). This shows the key divergence from Reiter’s
methodology.

Given an action theory T , the interpretation of T , denoted
I(T ), consists of one axiom of form (4) for each literal l and
action a, and one axiom of form (5) and one of form (6) for
each action clause in T .

3.3 Properties of the Interpretation

In this section, we briefly summarize some of the formal prop-
erties of our interpretation procedure. These are described in
more detail in the full paper.

The motivation for our interpretation procedure was the
desire to capture faithful models of the action theory. In other
words, we would like I(T ) to be faithful to T . Recall that
a faithful model is one in which the admitted transitions are
exactly those explicitly described by the action theory. It is
not hard to verify that, in fact, I(T ) is faithful in this sense.

Theorem 1 M j= I(T ) if and only if M is faithful to T .

That our syntactic interpretation captures our prior intuitions
is thus verified in a formal and precise way.

Another intuitionunderlyingour solutionto the frame prob-
lem (as well as the solutions proposed by many others) is that
the interpretation should be unambiguous. Intuitively, a the-
ory is unambiguous if for any completely specified state of
affairs, it determines the precise effect of any action. Lin
and Shoham [11] formalize this idea for the situation calculus
in deterministic settings. Unfortunately, their formalization
renders any theory with nondeterministic actions as “incom-
plete”. In the full paper we describe a more robust notion,
that of unambiguous theories, suitable for general transition
systems, by appeal to a “canonical” model of a theory. The
canonical model can be viewed as a complete representation
of the system dynamics associated with a given theory. As a
consequence of Theorem 1 we have:

Theorem 2 I(T ) is unambiguous.



If our action theory contains just one possible effect in each
action clause, then, according to our interpretation of action
theories, it is deterministic. More precisely, the intended
model of such a theory is deterministic. In this case our
solution to the frame problem is equivalent in some sense to
that proposed by Reiter. We start by reconstructing Reiter’s
solution in MPL. Reiter essentially assumes that a primitive
proposition P changes value only when the action clause
specifically mentions the change. He asserts the following
clause for each proposition P and action a:4

haiP � Pos(a; P )_ (P ^ :Pos(a;:P ))(7)

Since T is deterministic, it has just one outcome in each action
clause; therefore if Pos(a; l) is true,P must be true after doing
a. Axiom (7) states that P is true after action a is executed if
and only if a causes P to be true, or P was true beforehand
and a does not cause P to be false.

While Reiter’s original formulation in SC can have only
deterministic actions, this determinism must be made explicit
in MPL. Thus, we assert, for each proposition P and action
a, the following axiom:

haiP � [a]P(8)

This axiom states that if P is possible in some outcome of
a if and only if it is true in all outcomes of a. Let EC(T )
denote the collection of axioms of form (7) and (8) for each
proposition P and action a. Clearly, EC(T ) embodies the
essence of Reiter’s solution, expressed in the language of
MPL.

Theorem 3 Let T be a deterministic action theory. M j=
I(T ) if and only if M j= EC(T ).

This result demonstrates that our proposal for nondetermin-
istic actions is akin to a “conservative extension” of Reiter’s
solution for deterministic settings: our solution coincide with
Reiter’s in situations where both apply. We give a more
detailed comparison with Reiter’s proposal in the full paper,
and describe the use of schematic instances of axioms such as
(4) to compactly express our MPL theory.

4 Reasoning about Actions

Given the semantics of actions above, it remains to be seen
exactly what role it should play in reasoning about action. The
methodology embodied by our solution to the frame problem
requires that the action theory be treated somewhat differ-
ently than observations, or specific constraints over the actual
course of events. One reason for this is the distinct roles
played by action clauses and observation statements.

Action clauses impose constraints on the dynamics of the
system. In particular, they specify properties of the outcomes
of any (actual or hypothetical) execution of an action under
given conditions. A model of an action theory is such that
every world and every path satisfies these constraints. The
frame problem, on our view, is simply a question of elabo-
rating these constraints so that there is no ambiguity in the
models of an action theory. In other words, the closed theory

4Reiter actually asserts one clause for each proposition, utiliz-
ing quantification over actions to express the “schema” shown here.
Should we think of these axioms as schemata,or introduce quantifica-
tion over actions, the number of axioms we introduce is comparable.

completely (and uniquely) determines possible evolutions of
the system. For example, the action theory

force causes > jjOpen jjOpen^ Alarm when :Open(9)

force causes > when Open(10)

ensures that any state satisfying :Open has the possible out-
comes listed, regardless of whether that state is ever reached.

Observations, in contrast, specify only properties of some
actual path (e.g., that certain actions actually occurred and
had certain actual outcomes). For instance, one might assert
that forcing the door occurred while the alarm was silent, and
resulted in the alarm sounding. One may then be interested
in the other implications of these facts on the actual course of
events. To determine what might cause or be caused in such
a trajectory, we require some specification of the system’s
dynamics; we are guaranteed that the only predictions one
should make are of those facts that are entailed by the obser-
vations given the constraints on possible trajectories. The role
of observations is to rule out certain paths as “unactualized.”

To specify such observations we add path statements to our
language AND. In particular, we are interested in statements
that describe the actual path. These take the general form
(following [3]): � after � Intuitively, this states that a propo-
sitional formula � holds after the program term � (for our
purposes, a sequence of actions) is executed. In this example,
we might might take the set of observationO to consist of the
following statements:

initially:Open ^ :Alarm(11)

Alarm after force(12)

where the “initially �” is an abbreviation of � after �. These
observations state that in the initial state the door is closed
and the alarm is off, but after forcing the door the alarm is
triggered. The interpretation of such observations is quite
straightforward. For each “� after �” inO, we add the MPL-
formula hh�ii� to its interpretation Io(O).

Given the pair (T;O) where T is an action theory and O
is a set of observations, we might want to draw conclusions
about the actual state of affairs. To do so we will often pose a
query, or sentence Q that describes some feature of the actual
path. For example, Open after force asks if the door is open
after being forced. We say that (T;O) satisfies a query Q if

I(T ) j=
^

Io(O) � Io(Q)(13)

Thus, the query is accepted if every path permitted by the
intended dynamics (i.e., in a model of I(T )) that satisfies O
also satisfies Q. In our example, the query is accepted, since
the semantics of MPL ensures

I(T ) j= :Open ^ :Alarm^ hhforceiiAlarm � hhforceiiOpen

(where T is theory described by (9) and (10)). Note that if we
drop :Alarm from (11), the prediction “Open after force” is
no longer valid (for the alarm may have been on before the
force action and, although the door might have failed to open,
the alarm persists, explaining (12)).

We should note that many other types of queries are possi-
ble, including hypothetical queries. These queries ask about
hypothetical, unactualized paths. For example, “what would
have happened if instead of forcing the door I would have
disabled the alarm first?” In the full paper, we deal with such



hypothetical queries in detail, in addition to the more elaborate
types of queries that are expressible in MPL, including rea-
soning about compound actions (i.e., programs that involve
loops, if-then-else statements, etc.).

In the full version paper we also make a careful comparison
of our approach to that of Gelfond and Lifschitz [3]. It is
quite is easy check that deterministic theories in our language
are expressible in their language A, and as we show, their
semantics of deterministic action theories is very close to
ours.

5 Discussion

We have presented a logic and methodology for the represen-
tation of actions with nondeterministic effects, and described
a solution to the frame problem in such settings. The formal
solution matches our semantic intuitions about the intended
constraints on the system dynamics, and we showed that our
solution extends Reiter’s (deterministic) solution in the sense
that the two solutions coincide on deterministic theories. A
key feature of of our approach is its exploitation of the ex-
pressive power of MPL to deal with correlations among action
effects.

The fairly straightforward treatment of nondeterminism is
in part due to our insistence that possible outcomes be made
explicit in action descriptions. An action a that has two pos-
sible effects A and B is written a causes A jjB when > Our
interpretation procedure then “closes” each of these effects
(more or less) separately, with no ambiguity in the possible
transitions that result. It is important to contrast such a def-
inite specification with an indefinite action description like
a causes A _ B when > From a logical perspective, the re-
quirement that the disjunctionA_B be true after performing
action a can be fulfilled in several ways, even if all other
literals are fixed. Possible ways of achieving this effect are
A (letting B persist), B (letting A persist), and A ^ B. If
we consider nondeterministic models, there are seven classes
of models (corresponding to nonempty subsets of these three
choices) that match this specification, three of which take a
to be deterministic.

The distinction between nondeterminism and indefinite ac-
tion specification is important: nondeterminism corresponds
to inherent uncertainty about the outcomes of an action (at
least, given the level of detail one is willing to model), while
indefinite specifications denote a certain ignorance about
these outcomes. Once we make this distinction and introduce
the representational tools (e.g., the hai operator in MPL or jj
inAND) to capture it, the treatment of nondeterministic actions
becomes clear. On our view, the frame problem is one of com-
pleting the specification of the known system dynamics. This
allows one to adopt the convention that only the known effects
of an action need be specified; unmentioned aspects as treated
as unchanging. When action descriptions are definite (even
if nondeterministic), possible action outcomes are known; in-
definite descriptions do not fix the possible outcomes, and
much weaker predictions are the result. For example, the ef-
fect A_B does not ensure thatA is even a possible outcome.
The resolution of such ignorance about action outcomes is a
problem separate from the frame problem.

Attempts to represent nondeterministic actions using in-
definite specifications (e.g., using disjunctions) are forced to
make some choice about which transitions are possible. (see,

for example, [8] where some minimal change that satisfies the
disjunction is used). While this convention is tenable, unfor-
tunately it restricts the expressiveness of the action language.
By representing nondeterminism and uncertainty using syn-
tactic constructs meant for indefinite specifications, one loses
the ability to express true ignorance of action effects.

There are a number of avenues that remain to be explored.
In the full paper, we describe special treatments of actions with
uncorrelated effects and with independent “aspects.” Future
research includes the application of our methodology in more
general settings, including dealing with actions with defeasi-
ble effects and actions that affect the agent’s information state.
We believe that our methods can be extended quite easily to
these cases.
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